Yeast artificial chromosome cloning.
Yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) cloning systems enable the cloning of DNA stretches of 50 to well over 2000 kb. This makes it possible to study large intact regions of DNA in detail, by restriction mapping the YAC to produce a physical map and by examining the YAC for coding sequences or genes. YACs are important for their ability to clone the complete sequences of large genes or gene complexes that exceed the size limit for cloning in conventional bacterial cloning vectors like plasmids (up to 10 kb), bacteriophage (15 kb), and cosmids (50 kb). A major advantage of cloning in yeast, a eukaryote, is that many sequences that are unstable, underrepresented, or absent when cloned into prokaryotic systems, remain stable and intact in YAC clones. It is possible to reintroduce YACs intact into mammalian cells where the introduced mammalian genes are expressed and used to study the functions of genes in the context of flanking sequences. The correct protein processing mechanisms are present in the mammalian cells to ensure that a viable protein product is produced.